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Dear Members of the Rhetoric Society of Europe,
As we approach the end of 2020 amidst the pandemic, we see rhetoric
occupying an increasingly central place in society. We ask you to help us make
rhetorical studies ever more relevant by joining the RSE.
As usual, if you have any news that you’d like to share with the members,
please just let us know.
Our warmest thoughts and best wishes for a Happy New Year and loads of
news to keep you up to date with all things rhetorical!
Ida Vikøren Andersen and Maria Freddi

Board Announcements

Become a Member of RSE!
Our membership campaign continues, after a membership fee was introduced
last Summer. Many of you have already joined in support of the many activities
RSE has been maintaining, but we need our community to expand if we want to
ensure the continued quality of RSE activities such as the Rhetoric in Society
Conference Series, the Newsletter and a more functional Website to increase
our online presence and grow our international and influential network. By
joining the society, you can help the RSE become a strong Europe-wide, global
and persuasive voice promoting rhetorical research, scholarship and teaching.
The RSE offers the following fee categories for a two-year membership:
€40 – Regular member (faculty)
€25 – PhD student and retired faculty member

RSE Member Benefits
As a member, you will
be entitled to a reduction to the registration fee for the Rhetoric in
Society Conference
contribute to and post announcements on the RSE Website
contribute to and receive the regular RSE Newsletter
take part in the wider RSE international Research Network
be entitled to joining the RSE Executive Board
To confirm your membership, please follow these simple steps:
transfer the fee amount that applies to you (€40/€25) to the following
bank account number of the Rhetoric Society of Europe VZW: BE55 7360
5031 1944 (BIC: KREDBEBB)
include the following information in the description field of the bank
transfer:
RSE membership – [your name] – [your email address]
Upon receipt, you will receive an email with a confirmation of your payment and
membership. Please note that this might take a few days.
We look forward to welcoming you as a contributing member of the Rhetoric
Society of Europe!
Best Wishes,
The Board of The Rhetoric Society of Europe

Members Announcements & Other News

Virtual “zoom-in” on Tübingen and
8th Rhetoric in Society Conference postponement to 2023
Rhetoric as Strategic Thinking
Organized by the Rhetoric Society of Europe in collaboration with the
Institute for General Rhetoric and the Institute for Media Studies at Tübingen
University
http://ris8.org/

Dear Colleagues,
Thank you again for your submission. We have bad news and good news. First,
the bad news: Given the current pandemic situation in Europe and all over the
world, the organising team in Tübingen and the Executive Board of the
Rhetoric Society of Europe have decided, with great regret, to postpone
the RiS 8 Conference to 2023 (most probably end of May). We do not
expect the situation to change significantly until March or April, that is why we
decided not to move on with our plans for a “real” conference for now. We hold
on to the topic of “Rhetoric as strategic thinking” and will keep the abstracts you
have submitted. You will of course have the opportunity to revise your
submission(s) in 2022/2023. Consequently, we plan to send the letters of
acceptance for the postponed conference in Autumn 2022.
However, and here comes the good news, the Tübingen team will host several
short virtual events instead. They will take place during the original dates of the
conference, May 26th to May 28th, 2021, and are meant to give members and
participants at least some possibilities to meet, chat, exchange ideas and
discuss the current state of the art. We are planning for three short virtual
meetings in the afternoon or early evening of these respective days, with
keynotes, roundtables, “coffee rooms” and our general assembly. The
conference topic “Rhetoric as strategic thinking” will be addressed as well as
the very timely topic of “Rhetoric in pandemic times.” Although this virtual event
shares the topics of the upcoming conference, it will be a separate event with a
shortened programme.
We are very much looking forward to meeting you at least virtually
in Tübingen and will get back to you with more information in Spring.
For now, please save the date, stay healthy and have a peaceful holiday Warm wishes,
Anne, Dietmar, Olaf and Viktorija

Call for Papers
3rd International Rhetoric Workshop
Interdisciplinarity, Internationality, and Rhetoric
Onsite: El Colegio de San Luis (College of San Luis, COLSAN), Sept. 2226, 2021
San Luis Potosí, Mexico
Online: June 2021
http://www.internationalrhetoric.com/workshop-2021/

The International Rhetoric Workshop (IRW) is an international workshop for
emerging scholars and PhD students in rhetoric. The workshop offers a space
for young scholars in the global rhetoric community to engage each other’s
work and to connect with internationally renowned scholars. The workshop
session will be composed of two separate phases: First, an online workshop
meeting in June 2021, followed by workshop meetings to be held at the
conference location. Participants who attended the first phase of the workshop
but are unable to travel to Mexico in September can participate online.
Proposals that broadly speak to the conference theme are encouraged but
certainly not required. We encourage a wide range of topics and approaches,
as we believe that this can and will enhance the discussion and workshop
experience.
Suggested topics include, but are not limited to:
Interdisciplinarity
Rhetorical theory
Transnational rhetoric
Rhetorical history
International rhetorics
Rhetorics of translation
Rhetoric and the academic job market
See the full CfP here: http://www.internationalrhetoric.com/workshop-2021/ and
prepare a 150-200 word abstract of your project by January 30, 2021 to apply.
Applicants who were accepted for the cancelled 2020 workshop will be given
special consideration when applying to the 2021 workshop.

Featured Publications

Recontextualized Knowledge, edited by Olaf Kramer and Markus Gottschling,
2021. ISBN: 9783110676310.
Contributions by Markus Gottschling; Olaf Kramer; Sara D. Hodges, Sara
Lieber, and Kathryn R. Denning; Sophia Hatzisavvidou; Martijn
Wackers; Thomas Susanka; Kristin Raabe; Nina Janich; Joachim
Kimmerle; Christoph Kulgemeyer; Julia Siebert and Anett Richter.
Recontextualized Knowledge aims to analyze the communicative situations
involved in the popularization of scientific knowledge: their settings, audiences,
and the adaptive process of recontextualization in science communication.
Taking an interdisciplinary approach, this publication brings together essays
from rhetoric, linguistics, and psychology as well as political and education
sciences to serve as an in-depth exploration of today’s communicative
situations in science communication.

The Rhetoric of Official Apologies: Critical Essays, edited by Lisa S. Villadsen
and Jason A. Edwards, 2020. ISBN: 9781793621801.
Contributions by Jeffrey D. Brand; Kundai Chirindo; Kevin Coe; Jeremy Cox; M.
Shivaun Corry; Claudia Janssen Danyi; Jason A. Edwards; Jasper Edwards;
Adam Ellwanger; Tiara Good; Marita Gronnvoll; John B. Hatch; Brad Serber
and Lisa S. Villadsen.
The Rhetoric of Official Apologies: Critical Essays focuses on the many
challenges associated with performing a speech act on behalf of a collective
and the concomitant issues of rhetorically tackling the multiple political, social,
and philosophical issues at stake when a collective issues an official apology to
a group of victims. Contributors address questions of whether collective
remorse is possible or credible, how official apologies can be evaluated, who
can issue apologies on behalf of whom, and whether there are certain kinds of
wrongdoing that simply can’t be addressed in the form of an official apology.
Collectively, the book speaks to the relevance of conceptualizing official
apologies more broadly as serving multiple rhetorical purposes that span
ceremonial and political genres and represent a potentially powerful form of
collective self-reflection necessary for political and social advancement.

Diplomacy and Ideology. From the French Revolution to the Digital Age,
by Alexander Stagnell, 2020. ISBN: 9780367897796.
This innovative new book argues that diplomacy, which emerged out of the
French Revolution, has become one of the central Ideological State
Apparatuses of the modern democratic nation-state. It treats the formation of
the history and the concept of diplomacy in science, philosophy, and art.

Vox Populi. Populism as a Rhetorical and Democratic Challenge, by Ingeborg
van der Geest, Henrike Jansen and Bart van Klink,
2020. ISBN: 9781789901405.
This timely and engaging book examines the rise of populism across the globe.
Combining insights from linguistics, argumentation theory, rhetoric, legal theory
and political theory it offers a fully integrated characterization of the form and
content of populist discourse.

The Language of Argumentation, edited by Ronny Boogaart,
Henrike Jansen, Maarten van Leeuwen, 2020. ISBN: 978-3-030-52906-2.
Bringing together scholars from a broad range of theoretical perspectives, The
Language of Argumentation offers a unique overview of research at the
crossroads of linguistics and theories of argumentation.

The Routledge Handbook of Language and Science, edited By David R. Gruber
and Lynda C. Olman, 2019. ISBN: 9780815382683.
This handbook provides a state-of-the-art volume on the language of scientific
processes and communications. It offers comprehensive coverage of sociocultural approaches to science, as well as analysing new theoretical
developments and incorporating discussions about future directions within the
field. Featuring original contributions from an international range of renowned
scholars, as well as academics at the forefront of innovative research, this
handbook:
- identifies common objects of inquiry across the areas of rhetoric,
sociolinguistics, communication studies, science and technology studies, and
public understanding of science;
- covers the four key themes of power, pedagogy, public engagement, and
materiality in relation to the study of scientific language and its development;
- uses qualitative and quantitative approaches to demonstrate how humanities
and social science scholars can go about studying science;
- details the meaning and purpose of socio-cultural approaches to science,
including the impact of new media technologies;
analyses the history of the field and how it positions itself in relation to other
areas of study.

New PhD Theses
Instead of the deliberative debate: How the principle of expression plays out in
the news-generated Facebook discussion, by Ida V. Andersen, 2020. Doctoral
Thesis, University of Bergen.
The comment section debates in social media commonly violate our
expectations to the debate genre as a genre for deliberation. This doctoral
thesis offers a new way to look at the rhetorical mechanisms at play in debates
about political events in social media. It shows how these interactions are
characterised by subjective expressions, rather than deliberative argumentation
and introduces the “principle of expression” as a framework for describing and
explaining the different types of expressions that occur.
The educational challenge of oracy – a rhetorical approach: Exploring and
articulating the oracy construct in Norwegian schools, by Anne-Grete Kaldahl,
2020. Doctoral Thesis, Oslo Metropolitan University.
This doctoral thesis articulates and explores the usage and meaning of the term
“oracy” in Norwegian schools through a mixed methods study based on
teachers’ and students’ perceptions. The findings suggest that the work with
oracy in Norwegian schools appears to lack a metalanguage and systematic
teaching structure, leading students to rely on their common knowledge when
demonstrating their oracy competence. Due to the lack of a defined oracy
construct, which results in inequities in the assessment of students, the
Norwegian education system shows signs of being at risk for reproducing social
inequalities. It is argued that rhetoric as a metalanguage for oracy should be
incorporated into the everyday work with oracy in the Norwegian classroom as
well as in teacher education.

A New Magazine on Rhetoric
KAIROS, edited by Kristian Bjørkdahl and Iben Brinch Jørgensen.
Norway’s very first magazine for rhetoric, KAIROS, was launched in December,
featuring articles, interviews and book reviews by Magne Dypedahl, Eirik
Vatnøy, Johan Tønnesson, Ida V. Andersen, Yngve B. Hågvar, William Keith,
Robert Danisch, Ketil Raknes, Iben B. Jørgensen and Kristian Bjørkdahl. All
contributions are in Norwegian language.

A New Interdisciplinary Journal
DNA-Di Nulla Academia, Rivista di Studi Camporesiani is a new online journal
published by the University of Bologna, inspired by the eclectic Italian Studies
scholar Piero Camporesi, whose work ranged beyond strict disciplinary
boundaries. The journal is organized into sections with different thematic foci all
derived from Camporesi’s legacy (e.g. the body, the piazza, the Carnival) and
displaying a shared interest in eloquence. The journal is inaugurated by two
issues on the “Rhetoric of Contagion” edited by Bruno Capaci of Bologna
University (vol. 1, 1-2, 2020).

Podcast
Global Rhetorics is a podcast that amplifies the work and networks of
underrepresented rhetoricians around the globe. Listen to the podcast – online
or in your respective podcast-app – and, if you would like to contribute to shape
the podcast: Join the team!
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